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63.— Assessment of implications for European sites and 

European offshore marine sites

(1) A competent authority, before deciding to undertake, or give 

any consent, permission or other authorisation for, a plan or 

project which—

 (a) is likely to have a significant effect on a European 

site or a European offshore marine site (either alone or in 

combination with other plans or projects), and

 (b) is not directly connected with or necessary to the 

management of that site,

must make an appropriate assessment of the implications of the 

plan or project for that site in view of that site's conservation 

objectives.

Regulation 63
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R. (on the application of Sahota) v Herefordshire Council [2022] EWCA Civ 1640 at [36] 

– [42] 

• Whether a plan or project would adversely affect the integrity of a European protected site was always a 

matter of judgement for the competent authority itself. 

• That was an evaluative judgement, which the court was neither entitled nor equipped to make for itself. 

• In a legal challenge to a competent authority's decision, the court's role was not to undertake its own 

assessment, but to review the performance by the authority of its duty under reg.63; its function was 

supervisory only. 

• A competent authority was entitled, and could be expected, to give significant weight to the advice of an 

expert national agency with relevant expertise in the sphere of nature conservation, such as Natural 

England. 

• Although the authority could lawfully disagree with, and depart from, such advice, if it did so, it had to 

have cogent reasons for doing so. 

• The court would give appropriate deference to the views of expert regulatory bodies

Assess me appropriately! 
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CG Fry & Son Ltd v Secretary of State for Levelling Up, Housing and 

Communities [2023] EWHC 1622 (Admin) at [49] – [59]; [68] – [69], 

per Sir Ross Cranston (sitting as HC Judge)

• Directive 92/43 on the conservation of natural habitats and of wild 

fauna and flora and the Conservation of Habitats and Species 

Regulations 2017 required that an AA be undertaken before a 

project was consented, regardless of the stage the process had 

reached according to UK planning law. 

• An application of the Directive and a purposive approach to the 

interpretation of the 2017 Regulations required the application of 

the assessment provisions to the discharge of conditions. 

• There would be an undermining of the strict precautionary 

approach if those provisions were limited simply to the initial, 

permission stage of a multi-stage process.

Assess me appropriately! (2)  
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R (Wildfish Conservation) v Secretary of State for Environment Food 

and Rural [2023] EWHC 2285 (Admin) at [200] – [211], per Holgate 

J

• WildFish argued that the Plan is "a plan … which is likely to have a 

significant effect on a European site or a European offshore marine 

site …" within reg.63(1) of the 2017 Regulations.

• As such, Plan could not be agreed to without carrying out an 

"appropriate assessment" of its implications for the site(s) in view 

of the site[s]' conservation  objectives : at [200]. 

• Judge accepted D’s submission that the Plan is a statement of the 

“general political will” of the Secretary of State: at [208].

• Does not fall within the ambit of the appropriate assessment 

provisions in the 2017 Regulations: at [210]

When is a plan not a plan? 
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R. (Together against Sizewell C Ltd) v Secretary of State for Energy 

Security and Net Zero [2023] EWHC 1526 (Admin), per Holgate J

• Ground 1: Failure to conduct an appropriate assessment: at [50] – [93]. 

• “The claimant’s argument has much wider implications. The need for the 

supply of utilities such as water is common to many, if not all, forms of 

development.  A utility company’s need to make additional provision so as to 

be able to supply existing and new customers in the future does not mean that 

that provision (or its method of delivery) is to be treated as forming part of 

each new development which will depend upon that supply. The consequence 

would be that where a new supply has yet to be identified by the relevant utility 

company, decisions on those development projects would have to be delayed 

until the company is able to define and decide upon a proposal. That approach 

would lead to sclerosis in the planning system which it is the objective of the 

legislation and case law to avoid”: at [91]. 

• Ground 1 rejected. 

The claimant doth “project” too much
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64.— Considerations of overriding public interest

(1) If the competent authority is satisfied that, there being 

no alternative solutions, the plan or project must be 

carried out for imperative reasons of overriding public 

interest (which, subject to paragraph (2), may be of a 

social or economic nature), it may agree to the plan or 

project notwithstanding a negative assessment of the 

implications for the European site or the European 

offshore marine site (as the case may be).

Regulation 64
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R. (Together against Sizewell C Ltd) v Secretary of State for Energy 

Security and Net Zero [2023] EWHC 1526 (Admin), per Holgate J

• Ground 4: Failure to lawfully consider “alternative solutions”: at [115] –

[132]. 

• “The claimant’s argument depends upon an illegitimate attempt to rewrite the   

Government’s policy aims by pretending that the central policy objective is at a   

higher level of abstraction, namely to produce clean energy, without any regard   

to diversity of energy sources and security of supply. But it is not the role of a   

claimant, or of the court, to rewrite Government policy, or to airbrush 

objectives of that policy which are plainly of “central” or “core” or “essential” 

importance”: at [130]. 

• Application for JR refused.  

Art may be subjective but the law isn’t
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Amending and interpreting planning permissions: recent 

case-law on the interpretation of planning permissions and 

the scope of s. 73 and s. 96A

Charles Bishop



1. Interpreting planning permissions 

and conditions

2. Amending planning permissions

Introduction
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Approach to interpreting planning conditions is well-established following the Supreme Court 

decisions in Trump International Golf Club Scotland Ltd v Scottish Ministers  [2015] UKSC 74; [2016] 

1 WLR 85 and Lambeth London Borough Council v Secretary of State for Housing, Communities and 

Local Government [2019] UKSC 33; [2019] 1 WLR 4317.

In DB Symmetry Ltd v Swindon BC [2022] UKSC 33; [2023] 1 WLR 198 the Supreme Court 

summarised the principles as follows:

1. There are no special rules for interpreting planning conditions: they are interpreted similar to 

other public documents. 

2. One must ask what a reasonable reader would understand the words to mean when reading 

the condition in the context of the other conditions and of the consent as a whole. 

Interpretation of planning conditions
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DB Symmetry Ltd v Swindon BC [2022] UKSC 33; [2023] 1 WLR 198 contd.

3. This is an objective exercise in which the court will have regard to the 

natural and ordinary meaning of the relevant words, the overall purpose of the 

consent, any other conditions which cast light on the purpose of the relevant 

words, and common sense. 

4. It is not correct to say there can never be a term implied into a condition, 

but courts must exercise great restraint in implying terms into public 

documents which have criminal sanctions. 

5. The reasonable reader is to be treated as being equipped with some 

knowledge of planning law and practice

Interpretation of planning conditions
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Hillside Parks Ltd v Snowdonia National Park Authority [2022] UKSC 30; [2022] 1 WLR 

5077 at paras 26 and 27:

“27. Differences in the nature of legal documents do, however, affect the scope of the 

contextual material to which regard may be had in interpreting the text. Because a 

planning permission is not personal to the applicant and enures for the benefit of the 

land, it cannot be assumed that the holder of the permission will be aware of all the 

background facts known to the person who applied for it. Furthermore, a planning 

permission is a public document on which third parties are entitled to rely. These 

characteristics dictate that the meaning of the document should be ascertainable from 

the document itself, other public documents to which it refers such as the planning 

application and plans and drawings submitted with the application, and physical 

inspection of the land to which it relates. The reasonable reader of the permission 

cannot be expected to have regard to other material such as correspondence passing 

between the parties... In this case, we are concerned with grants of full planning 

permission, in relation to which it is to be expected that a reasonable reader would 

understand that the detailed plans submitted with the application have particular 

significance”

Interpretation of planning permissions 
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AHGR Ltd v Kane-Laverack [2023] EWCA Civ 428, [2023] JPL 1468 concerned a 

“live/work” lease covenant.

• It was interpreted to mean “live and/or work” not “live and work” in the light of 

the planning permission granted for the development. 

• In so doing, the court said that the reasonable reader of the planning permission 

would not have regard to a number of extrinsic materials, namely a relevant SPG, 

a superseded drawing submitted with the application, and an earlier officer 

report prior to the grant of permission.

See also Lazari Properties 2 Ltd v SSLUHC [2023] EWHC 2026 (Admin) on conditions 

referring to use classes.

Interpretation in practice
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1. Interaction between s.73 and s106 obligations: Redrow Homes Ltd v SSLUHC [2023] EWHC 

879 (Admin); [2023] JPL 1437

2. S.73 and commencement of development: R (Atwill) v New Forest National Park Authority 

[2023] EWHC 625 (Admin); [2023] PTSR 1471

3. Restrictions on use of s.73: (1) Reid v SSLUHC [2022] EWHC 3116 (Admin); (2) Armstrong v 

SSLUHC [2023] EWHC 176 (Admin); [2023] PTSR 1148; and (3) R (Fiske) v Test Valley BC 

[2023] EWHC 2221 (Admin); [2023] JPL 1510

Cases on s.73 TCPA 1990
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• If permission is granted under s.73, there is no assumption that any pre-existing s106 

obligation applies to that permission or to development carried out under that permission: 

Norfolk Homes Ltd v North Norfolk DC [2020] EWHC 2265 (QB); [2021] PTSR 863 at para 87.

• In Norfolk Homes, the original planning permission had not been implemented such that the 

obligations had not yet arisen, and the new s.73 permission had not been made expressly 

subject to the s.106 agreement.

• In Redrow Homes Ltd v SSLUHC [2023] EWHC 879 (Admin); [2023] JPL 1437, an applicant 

submitted a s.73 application to remove a condition but the real purpose of it was to seek to 

remove or vary an obligation contained in the s.106 to provide a footbridge for a housing 

development which was prohibiting the occupation of 17 homes.

S106 obligations and s73 permissions
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• Lieven J distinguished Norfolk Homes. In Redrow Homes, the original permission had been 

implemented and had in all material respects been completed, unlike in Norfolk. The planning 

obligation had been triggered. The effect of a fresh s.73 permission would not wipe out 

obligations which had already arisen. Lieven J left open, however, the question whether a s.73 

permission would remove an obligation which had arisen but had not yet become 

enforceable:

“Powergen makes clear that a developer can elect whether to implement the s.73 consent or the 

original consent. However, where the original consent has been implemented (here virtually 

completed), I cannot see how the developer can rely upon s.73 to change the effect of the extant 

s.106. That is a matter for another case, but I note that it is a material distinction between the two 

cases, and one that the Claimant did not acknowledge in their representations.”

S106 obligations and s73 permissions
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Section 73(4) TCPA 1990 provides that section 73 cannot be used if the original planning 

permission was granted subject to a condition as to the time within which the development 

to which it related was to be begun and that time has expired without the development 

having been begun. S.73(5) prohibits s.73 being used to extend the time within which a 

development must be started.

In R (Atwill) v New Forest National Park Authority [2023] EWHC 625 (Admin); [2023] PTSR 

1471, it was argued that a s.73 permission had been granted in respect of a development 

which had not been commenced within the time limitation.

Commencement of development and s73
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Lane J held at para 41 that the determination of commencement of development under 

s.73(4) should be the same as for other situations arising under the town and country 

planning legislation, and especially those relating to s.191 TCPA 1990 (certificates of lawful 

use or development). In accordance with the case law, the operations relied on must be ones 

which, viewed objectively, can properly be said to be undertaken pursuant to the grant of the 

planning permission in question. It did not depend on whether the development authorised 

by the earlier permission could be implemented or “built out”.

In this case, the earlier permission had not been lawfully implemented as construction had 

taken place in breach of planning control. A later s.73 permission had the effect of 

unlawfully extending the time within which the original permission was to be commenced.

Commencement of development and s73
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• The position on what s.73 can be used for appeared to be settled following Finney v 

Welsh Ministers [2019] EWCA Civ 1868; [2020] PTSR 455.

• In the past year there have been three decisions concerned with this. In two, the High 

Court found s.73 had been used impermissibly: Reid v SSLUHC [2022] EWHC 3116 

(Admin) and R (Fiske) v Test Valley BC [2023] EWHC 2221 (Admin); [2023] JPL 1510. In 

Armstrong v SSLUHC [2023] EWHC 176 (Admin); [2023] PTSR 1148, the High Court 

dismissed a challenge to its use. 

• R (Fiske) v Test Valley BC is the most recent of these cases, being decided on 6 

September 2023.

Restrictions on the use of s73
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• R (Fiske) v Test Valley BC was a JR claim of grant of permission under s.73 TCPA varying 

conditions of a planning permission for development of a solar farm. The original permission 

included a 33kV substation. The effect of the s.73 grant was to remove that. The court held 

that this was impermissible.

• Morris J went through the authorities on s.73 in great detail, including Reid and Armstrong

from the past year. 

• Divergence in case law concerned whether there is one, or more than one, limit on the use of 

s.73. The claimant submitted there were two: (1) s73 permissions may not conflict with the 

operative part of a permission and (2) s73 permissions may not fundamentally alter the 

permission as a whole. The defendant submitted only the second was a restriction.

Restrictions on the use of s73
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Morris J’s summary (unlikely to be the last word) at para 124:

• Both restriction 1 and restriction 2 apply and are separate.

• Restriction 1 is not limited to a case where the conflict or inconsistency with the operative wording is 

fundamental; it suffices that there is any conflict; it encompasses the position where the condition 

alters the nature and extent of the grant i.e as found in the operative wording. 

• The fact that restriction 1 covers any conflict does not render restriction 2 nugatory, because 

restriction 2 (if it exists) covers cases where there is no conflict with the operative wording itself.

• There is a difference in principle between modifying a proposal (before permission is granted) by a 

condition imposed under section 70 (by cutting down or altering, as long as the change is not 

fundamental) and changing a condition to an existing grant under section 73 .

Restrictions on the use of s73
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Heritage Case Law Update

Rupert Warren KC

Head of Planning Group, Landmark Chambers



Future High Street Living (Staines) Limited 
v Spelthorne Borough Council [2023] EWHC 688
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• The Claimant applied in November 2021 to demolish and redevelop the building for residential use. The building was unlisted 

and not in a CA

• It also applied in February 2022 as to whether Prior Approval was required and was told that it was

• The Defendant LPA then consulted on extending the CA to include the building and its immediate surrounds, and based its 

decision on a report from an expert who placed considerable weight on the value of the building itself rather than the area

• The Claimant instructed an expert whose report was (inadvertently) left out of consideration when the CA extension decision 

was taken on 29 June 2022

• By that time permission had been refused (earlier in June 2022) and the Claimant had served notification of appeal; it then 

served a PAP relating to the 29 June 2022 decision

• The Defendant wrote a Supplementary Report, in which the Claimant’s expert views were taken into account, and the decision 

to extend the CA was endorsed

Facts
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The Claimant argued that:

• A material consideration had been omitted from the decision in May 22 to extend the CA – namely, their expert report which 

also referred in some detail to the rejection of the building for listing by Historic England

• The error was not saved by the Supplementary Report because that was unlawful itself – unclear as to whether it amended or 

entirely replaced the original report, and ex post facto reasoning anyway

The Defendant argued that:

• There was no error which should lead to quashing because the Supplementary Report showed that the same result would 

have been obtained even had the Claimant’s expert report been taken into account in the CA extension decision

• The Supplementary Report was thorough and detailed and dealt clearly with what was in the end a difference of expert 

opinion and therefore the Defendant was entitled to rely on its original decision

• Section 31(2A) of the Senior Courts Act 1981 applied because the result would certainly be the same anyway

Legal issues
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The Judge quashed the decision to extent the CA, holding:

• The Claimant’s expert report was a material consideration which should have been taken into account

• The Supplementary Report did not rescue the position: it was ex post facto reasoning, did not on a fair 

reading grapple with the points in the Claimant’s representations 

• The Supplementary Report instead dismissed them in a defensive way whilst doing an about-turn on the 

key focus of the decision – the special character of the area rather than the merits of the building itself

• In such circumstances, it was impossible to say the same decision would be reached, if the relevant 

matters were properly considered, therefore s.31(2A) SCA 1981 did not save the decision from being 

quashed

The outcome
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• The statutory duty to keep the CA boundary under review is ongoing: s.69(1) LBCA 1990 and so the case was 

different from one where the LPA was functus officio 

• The Defendant could (perhaps should) have rescinded the decision to extend the CA to include the building and 

re-start the process taking all the relevant points into account

• Instead it took a defensive position and sought to paper over the problem caused by the failure to take into 

account the Claimant’s material – sometimes it is better to admit a mistake and start again

• That mistake was compounded because it caused the underlying issue to resurface: the CA extension was 

based on a lack of proper focus on whether there was a suitable area to designate and was almost entirely 

focused on the building which was under threat due to the Claimant’s application: 

• Although the Court stopped short of placing the case in the same category as unlawful CA 

designation/extension cases such as R(Arndale Properties Ltd) v Worcester City Council [2008] EWHC 678, the 

decision was tantamount to a finding that the process was unlawfully skewed towards the preservation of a 

particular building perceived to be under threat and misapplied the designation power.

Takeaway points
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32

East Quayside 12 LLP v City of Newcastle upon Tyne [2023] EWCA Civ 359



• The Appellant developer sought to overturn the High Court decision (Holgate J: [2022] EWHC 2752) which had 

quashed an Inspector’s decision granting permission for two blocks, 11 and 14 storeys in height, which 

impacted the setting of St Ann’s Church (Grade I)

• There was a long planning history of regeneration proposals, policy and guidance affecting the development 

site, which the Defendant (City Council) had long wished to see redeveloped. The Inspector accepted that any 

development on the site would cause harm to the setting of the church because the site lies in front of and 

below the church

• The Inspector found that “there could not be a vastly different design response which could further minimize 

the harm to the Grade I listed building”

• She also found that “given the key constraints of the plot and the nature of harm identified, this is towards the 

lower end of any such scale…”

Facts
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The Appellant (developer) argued that:

• The Inspector had not erred because she used the expression “given the key constraints of the plot” as a means 

of referring back to her assessment of the setting of the listed building, rather than (contrary to the finding of the 

Court below) as part of her reasoning on the degree of harm

The Defendant (Council) argued that:

• It was clear that the Inspector had fallen into error because when she used the words “given the key constraints 

of the plot” she was taking into account her finding that any development would cause harm as a constituent part 

of her finding on degree of Less than Substantial Harm  - that was to take into account something irrelevant to 

the question of how much harm this scheme would cause, which is the primary question

• In the alternative, the expression and its role in the decision letter was so unclear that the basic requirement of 

adequacy in reasoning had been failed

Legal issues
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The Court of Appeal rejected the appeal, agreeing that the Inspector’s decision should be quashed, but for slightly 

different reasons than the High Court:

• There was no doubt that if the Inspector had taken into account her finding that the constraints of the site meant that 

any scheme would cause harm as part of her finding of the degree of harm that the appeal scheme would cause , that 

would have been a mistake of law

• However, the Court were not prepared to go quite as far as that (unlike Holgate J below); the Senior President of 

Tribunals (Sir Keith Lindblom) found that the sentence was ambiguous as to whether the Inspector had fallen into 

that particular error, and therefore the decision should be quashed for want of adequate reasons.

• The other members of the CA would, perhaps, have come to the conclusion that the decision letter read fairly did not 

show any error, but they both accepted –citing the views expressed by Sir Keith Lindblom and Holgate J – that there 

must be sufficient doubt about the meaning of the key sentence to require the decision to be quashed 

The outcome
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• The case is an important reminder that considerations which flow from alternative schemes or wider 

considerations are not likely to be relevant to the principal question that arises under both s.66(1) 

LBCA 1990 and the NPPF: what degree of harm, if any, does the scheme cause to the significance of 

the listed building?

• It also serves as a cautionary tale about decision-making. It was a relevant planning consideration 

that the site in question was a development site which the City Council itself had allocated and hoped 

would be developed and that it was unlikely to be developed in a way which had a different effect than 

the scheme on the setting of the listed building. It was just that such a planning consideration was 

part of the overall planning balance rather than anything to do with the effect of the scheme itself

• There is no doubt that the decision letter did not spell this out clearly, and whilst it may well not have 

been a case where the Inspector actually muddled the points up in her mind, the way she expressed 

them gave rise to real as opposed to forensic doubt that she had

Takeaway points
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The London Historic Parks and Gardens Trust v Secretary 
of State for Housing [2022] EWHC 829
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• The Secretary of State applied for permission to develop the Holocaust Memorial in Victoria Tower Gardens next 

to Parliament

• The Housing Minister granted permission pursuant to a recommendation to approve by the Inspector

• The Inspector (adopted without embellishment by the Minister) found that the impact of the development on the 

Buxton Memorial and RPG did not approach the NPPF’s “Substantial Harm” threshold

• In so doing the Inspector referred in various places to the definitions of SH in the case of Bedford v Secretary of 

State [2012] EWHC 4344 – “very much if not all of the significance is drained away” or that the asset’s 

significance is “vitiated altogether or very much reduced”, as well as referring to the guidance on SH in the PPG 

para 018 which refers to the SH as encompassing cases where the adverse effect “seriously affects a key 

element” of the asset’s significance.

• The Trust challenged the decision in part on the basis that the Minister (and Inspector) had used the wrong 

approach to the definition of SH, and that Bedford  (which was said to have been relied on) constituted an 

impermissible gloss on the NPPF. 

The facts



• The judge found that the Inspector and the Minister, on a fair reading of the IR and DL had not used or relied on the aspect 

of Bedford which speaks of the “draining away” of significance as constituting the definition of Substantial Harm

• Rather, the Inspector had engaged in his own careful, even ‘poetic’ assessment of the idea of Substantial Harm and 

decided that the scheme did not cause it to any of the relevant assets

• However, the judge commented further (obiter, strictly) about Bedford, saying that in her view the judge in that case (Jay 

J), was not intending to gloss the NPPF, and was not saying that the test for Substantial Harm was based on the idea of 

the significance “draining away” from asset. 

The Outcome



• The obiter section is the most important one in the judgement: it provides a later view correcting the (widely 

held) assumption that Substantial Harm can only be established when the effect is devastating to the 

significance of the asset. 

• Instead, one must look much more closely at the PPG definition of serious harm, potentially to one key 

attribute of significance.

• This effectively clarifies that the threshold between the top end of Less than Substantial Harm and Substantial 

Harm (which applies different, more stringent policy requirements) is lower than many thought and can be 

reached by harming just one key attribute.

• None of this is obviously inconsistent with the CA’s views in Bramshill (which left the positioning of all heritage 

harm to the assessor/expert as a matter of judgement); but even with the perhaps lower threshold for 

Substantial Harm that the Court in Holocaust Memorial identified, there is a sense that the very wide category 

of LSH has been adjusted, and that there are likely to be a few more cases where it can reasonably be judged 

that Substantial Harm would occur.

• It also makes the calibration of LSH rather different, if the ceiling of that category is lower.

Takeaway points



R (Widdrington Parish Council) v Uttlesford DC [2023] EWHC 1709



• An application was made for a modest number of houses on a site in Widdrington which lay very largely outside 

the Conservation Area. A small proportion lay within it.

• The local planning authority was not able to demonstrate a 5 year housing land supply

• The proposals lay within the setting of the CA and also the settings of several listed buildings

• The local planning authority granted permission, based in part on the officers’ report which said (a) that the site 

was outside the CA; (b) that there would be no harm to the setting of assets (but also that there would be a low 

level of LSH) and (c) that paragraph 11(d) of the NPPF was engaged and the presumption applied

The facts



• The challenge was brought on three grounds:

• That the decision was vitiated by a material error of law – the fact that members had been wrongly advised that the site lay 

entirely outside the Conservation Area

• That the members had erred when considering the degree of harm that the scheme would cause because the report was internally 

inconsistent as to whether LSH harm would or would not be caused 

• That the members were seriously misled because they were not therefore told to apply the balancing exercise in paragraph 202 of 

the NPPF before assuming that the tilted balance applied

The issues



The decision was quashed. The judge rejected the first ground because he felt the error was so small as to be immaterial

However, the internal inconsistency in relation to the degree of harm could not be overlooked and clearly constituted an illo gicality 

which is a species of unreasonableness

It then followed that the members had not considered para 202 of the NPPF (level of harm vs public benefits) which is a precu rsor 

to applying (or disapplying) 11(d) of the NPPF.

The outcome



• Not every slip – even wrongly describing whether in part a statutory duty (here s.72 LBCA 1990) applies – will prove legally 

fatal to a decision. Whilst obviously best avoided, small mistakes of fact are capable of being judged non-material. Having 

said that, one might think that the Council was a little fortunate on this ground 

• The NPPG guidance is that decision makers should clearly set out where on the spectrum of Less than Substantial Harm an 

impact is judged to lie. That guidance should be a corrective to the kind of error that occurred in this case, where the 

proposal was judged both to harm and not to harm the assets in question

• Getting the Less than Substantial Harm degree right is critical because unless one does that, one cannot undertake the 

balancing exercise under para 202 of the NPPF, and perhaps not (as it was held here) reach a rational conclusion on whether 

the tilted balance applies in the particular case.

• These are more than technical errors despite the fact that, by the look of it, the chances of any harm being sufficient to 

outweigh the benefits of housing in a District with no 5-year housing land supply might have been slim.

Takeaway points



R(Simmonds) v Blaby District Council [2023] EWHC 2217
R(Faherty) v Bournemouth Christchurch and Poole Council [2023] EWHC 1395



In Simmonds:

• The proposal was for 13 dwellings and the demolition of a somewhat delapidated former milking shed (curtilage listed)

• The Claimant had, as an objector, suggested that the state of the milking shed was due to deliberate neglect and therefore th e 

policy in paragraph 196 of the NPPF was engaged (ie, where there is evidence of deliberate neglect, the state of the building 

shall not be taken into account)

• The allegation, and para 196 NPPF itself, were not considered by the committee in granting permission

• There was no reference to the balance in para 202 not being a ‘flat balance’

In Flaherty: 

• A neighbour objected to the extension of a bungalow adjacent to the Conservation Area

• The CA officer’s consultation response was that some harm would be caused to the setting of the asset but their response was 

not put before the members other than a summary which referred to revisions being advisable; the report itself said that ther e 

would be no harm to the asset’s significance

The facts



In Simmonds:

• The judge rejected the allegation that the members had been seriously misled about the weight to be given to any harm because  

they had not been told to give “considerable importance and weight” to it – there was no need to spell that out, said the judge, 

and the importance and weight of the point was clear enough in the report

• The decision was however quashed because the Committee had failed to consider the paragraph 196 deliberate neglect point at 

all, however tenuous the allegation might be. Another attempt to use s.31(2A) SCA 1981 failed in this case too

In Flaherty:

• The challenge was dismissed: the judge rejected the allegation that a failure to repeat the conservation officer’s views was 

material; and that it was up to the officer to form a different view and express it

The outcome



• The Courts are not hugely  interested in arguments about the use of labels or formulae (“considerable importance and 

weight”) but will look at the substance of the report or decision

• However, all the points made should normally be put before the decision maker even if they appear to the officers to be 

weak or tenuous – the allegation of deliberate neglect in Simmonds is a good example of a bad point which still managed 

to bring the permission down because it was mishandled

• The Simmonds point about the absence of reference to the weighted balance (aka Forge Fields’ “strong presumption 

against the grant of permission” is interesting: it failed here, but experience shows that the point is very often 

misunderstood or mishandled and there could well have been a different outcome

Takeaway points



• One of the most interesting heritage case going to the Courts is the Marks & Spencer Marble Arch challenge, which combines 

two potentially key features of heritage planning in the year ahead: how the effect on heritage features factors into the 

judgement about optimisation and thence to whether there is an objection on the basis of carbon (though loss of built fabric 

with embodied carbon). 

• There continue to be difficulties of various kinds with Substantial and Less than Substantial – many of the errors or claimed 

errors this year circled around the misunderstanding, misapplication or misreporting of these terms 

• The LURA 2023 has brought into the statutory protection fold the settings of SAMs, wreck sites, RPGs and World Heritage 

Sites (but not CAs) – see section 102 (not yet in force)

Finally



Retained EU law in planning and 

environment cases

Natasha JacksonRichard Turney



The concept of REUL introduced by the European Union (Withdrawal) Act 2018, as amended by the 

European Union (Withdrawal Agreement) Act 2020.

The 2018 Act provides for the retention of the following as ‘REUL’:

1. “EU-derived domestic legislation” – s.2

2. “Direct EU legislation” – s.3

3. Any “rights, powers, liabilities, obligations, restrictions, remedies and procedures” that are “of a kind 

recognised by the [CJEU] or any court or tribunal in the United Kingdom” before exit day  – s.4

Retained EU Law (“REUL”)
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The original policy approach to the retention of EU law post-Brexit was to preserve it 

wholesale, with an understanding that it would then be open for government to decide on 

changes to the retained law over time with “full scrutiny and proper debate” (Cm 9446, March 

2017)

Section 6(3) set out how questions relating to the “validity, meaning or effect of any retained 

EU law” are to be decided, and provided that they would be answered: 

(i) In accordance with any “retained case law” and any “retained general principles of EU law”, 

and 

(ii)(ii) having regard (among other things) to the limits, before Brexit, of EU competences. 

What was the effect of REUL under the 2018 Act? 
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The REUL Bill originally presented in parliament in autumn 2022 contained a number of significant 

measures to axe REUL from the domestic legal system, incl. sunsetting provisions. The sunset clauses 

would have had the effect of sunsetting all “EU-derived subordinate legislation” and “retained direct EU 

legislation” at the end of 2023 (extendable until 2026), unless actively preserved through regulations made 

by a relevant national authority. 

Sunset provisions were cut from the Bill in May 2023

Instead: sunset schedule at Schedule 1 of the REUL Act – with “virtually nothing of any importance” 

REUL Bill
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- Renaming REUL as ‘assimilated law’: s.5

- Repealing the supremacy of EU law: s.3

- Ministerial powers to restate, revoke and replace secondary REUL: ss.11-16

- Repeal of directly effective EU rights and obligations: s.2

- Abolition of general principles of EU law: s.4

- Changes to precedent and the application of caselaw: s.6

- Reporting requirements and the REUL dashboard: s.17

Retained EU Law (Revocation and Reform) Act 2023
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Q&A
We will now answer as many questions as possible.

Please feel free to continue sending any questions you may 

have via the Q&A section which can be found along the top or 

bottom of your screen.
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